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a fine pair
HEARTS ON FIRE AND  
HAYLEY PAGE FORM A JEWELRY 
DESIGN DREAM TEAM.  By Gianna Barone

From top: bridal designer Hayley Paige in her design 
studio; the Behati Silhouette Power Band in 18K rose gold; 
Behati Say It Your Way engagement ring in 18K yellow 
gold; and Bring the Drama band in rose gold, platinum and 
yellow gold.

Fun-loving fashionista brides-to-be, rejoice! A collaboration between wedding dress de-
signer Hayley Paige and purveyor of perfectly cut diamonds Hearts on Fire is making its 
way to the Pinterest boards of soon-to-be betrothed across the country. From Boho prin-
cesses to modern minimalists, the imaginative ring collection transcends any particular 
style and instead helps brides express their personalities. 

Paige, who regularly appears on TLC’s Say Yes to the Dress, built a multi-million-
dollar business with her fantasy-evoking wedding gowns and has set herself apart from 
other bridal ateliers with floral-inspired embroideries, lace appliques and princess 
silhouettes. Her sense of design versatility shines through this jewelry collab. 

Take, for example, the Behati Say It Your Way oval engagement ring with a starburst-
shaped halo surrounding a round center diamond. The unconventional silhouette gives 
the illusion of an oval setting and is perfect for a free-spirited bride. The ring’s design 
was inspired by Paige’s enormously-popular Behati dress: a ball gown composed of 
geometric-printed organza, tiered tulle and an intricately sexy Moroccan beaded back.

For the contemporary woman who loves lots of bling, the Bring the Drama Power 
Band is a stylish, sophisticated choice from the collection. The piece features three rows 
of diamonds on bands of rose gold, yellow gold and platinum that look modern and chic. 

As with every Hearts on Fire diamond, each piece in the Hayley Paige collection features 
gems that are high-quality, transparent and knot-free-meaning they are at the top 1 percent of 
the world’s diamond supply. Each ring has been designed to shine solo or to stack with other 
rings to create a look that is just as unique and glamorous as the woman who wears it. The 
collection is available at the Bachendorf ’s Galleria Dallas boutique. 


